
Transmission Shift Control Linkage Adjustment

Procedure:

Shift Control Linkage

(5) Bolt. (6) Bolt. (7) Bolt. (8) Sector gear. (9) Spring. (10) Cam. (11) Alignment tool. (12) Plug assembly.

1. Loosen the two bolts (5) on the block and then hand tighten the two bolts (5) so the block and spring (9) can slide
freely.

2. Loosen the bolts (6 and 7) in the sector gear (8) then hand tighten the two bolts so the sector gear (8) can rotate
freely.

3. Rotate the cam (10) until the spring (9) engages the cam in the THIRD gear detent position. The THIRD gear detent
position is identified with the number "3" stamped on the cam as shown at Location A. Some models may have the
number "4" stamped at this location.

4. At Location B, equalize the hole in the cam (10) with the smaller hole in the follower located below the cam. An
alignment tool (11) can be fabricated to keep the holes aligned during the adjustment.

5. Tighten the two bolts (5).

6. Engage the tip of the plug assembly (12) in the tooth space between the adjacent teeth marked with a "V" on the
sector gear (8).

7. Tighten the bolts (6 and 7) in the sector gear (8). After tightening the sector gear, return the plug assembly (12) to
the storage position above the sector gear.



Transmission Control Linkage with Shift Control Spool and Rod

(13) Rod. (14) Shift cylinder spool. (15) Jam nut.

8. Thread the rod (13) into the shift cylinder spool (14) until the dimensions from the outside face of the jam nut (15)
to the end of the rod is 99.0 ± 2.0 mm (3.90 ± 0.08 inch). Tighten the jam nut (15) to 25 ± 4 N·m (18 ± 3 lb ft).

Shift Control Linkage with Speed Control Spool and Directional Control Spool

(8) Sector gear. (10) Cam. (13) Rod. (16) Jam nut. (17) Drive gear. (18) Speed control spool. (19) Valve body face. (20) Directional control

spool.

9. With the cam still in the THIRD gear detent position, adjust the speed control spool (18) and the directional control
spool (20) until the ends of the spools are flush with the face of the valve body (19).

10. When the speed control spool (18) and the directional control spool (20) are flush with the face of the valve body
(19), tighten the jam nuts (16) to 25 ± 4 N·m (18 ± 3 lb ft).



11. Rotate the cam (10) through all the gear detend positions to make sure that the shift cylinder spool rod (13) does
not bind on the bolt at Location C. After the rod is checked and free from binding, return the cam back to the THIRD
gear detent position.

12. A coupling assembly that drives the EPTC II actual gear switch is installed in the drive gear (17). The drive gear
(17) and coupling assembly are installed in the shift linkage cover. When the cover is installed, look through the
alignment sighting port (23). A "V" on the sector gear must align with the tooth space between the adjacent teeth
marked with "V's" on the drive gear at Location (B).

(21) Coupling assembly. (22) Shift linkage cover. (23) Alignment sighting port.

13. Remove the plug in the alignment sighting port (23).

14. The coupling assembly (21) that drives the EPTC II actual gear switch is installed in the drive gear. The drive gear
and coupling assembly are installed in the shift linkage cover (22). When the shift linkage cover (22) is installed, look
through the alignment sighting port (23). A "V" on the gear segment must align with the tooth space between the
adjacent teeth marked with the "V's" on the drive gear.

15. Install the plug in the alignment sighting port (23) after the alignment is completed.

Actual Gear Switch Location.

(21) Coupling assembly. (24) Actual gear switch. (25) Mounting bolts.

16. Install the EPTC II actual gear switch (24) over the coupling assembly (21). Tighten the two mounting bolts (25)
to 12 ± 4 N·m (106 ± 36 lb in).

17. After installing the actual gear switch, the contact fingers must be centered over on the switch pad. If the contact
fingers are not centered, the cover must be removed and the adjustment procedure repeated.

NOTE: Earlier transmission gear switch use a wiper contact assembly. Later transmission gear switches are Hall-
Effect type switches. A small magnet passes of the Hall cells which then provide a non-contact positioning switching
capability.



Fabricated Tool Used to Adjust the Transmission Linkage

(E) 3.81 mm (.150 in) long and 3.09 + 0.00 - 0.05 mm (.122 + .000 - .002 in) diameter. (F) 31.75 mm (1[25 in) long and 6.27 mm + 0.00 -

0.05 mm (.247 + .000 - .002 in) diameter.

Use the dimensions at E and F to fabricate the alignment tool (11).


